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a b s t r a c t
In this study, we investigate the effects of using process status at the end of the production
lot (PSPL), on determining the optimal policies for products inspection and production lot
size. First,we obtain the optimal product inspectionpolicies for different PSPL for a given lot
in the in-control or out-of-control state. Properties for the inspection policy are explored.
Then, the expected total cost function, which includes setup cost, processmaintenance cost
and quality-related control cost, is obtained. The optimal production lot size thatminimizes
the expected total cost per item is determined. Our proposed inspection policy is compared
with the three policies of no inspection, full inspection, and disregarding the first s items
policy, in which only items from s + 1 until the end of the production lot are inspected.
Differences in theminimum expected total cost per item between our proposed inspection
policy and the other three policies are investigated with a numerical example.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It is widely known that the capability for high quality production with lower cost is extremely important for enterprises
to win orders, particularly under the constraints of modern supply chain management issues [1]. This has led to extensive
research in the past decade which has attempted to integrate the theory of production and quality into potential practical
combined applications. Lee and Rosenblatt [2] considered that an imperfect process may shift from an in-control state to an
out-of-control state while producing products. The duration for which the process stays in the in-control state is assumed
to show an exponential distribution. They obtained an approximate solution for the inspection schedule and production run
time. The exact solution was further studied by Kim and Hong [3] and Makis [4].
When the process has a non-exponential shift distribution (NESD), Rahim [5] studied an integrated model, which is
subject to non-Markovian shock by using an x¯-chart to monitor the product quality of the process, and the optimal design
parameter for the control chart and production quantity are determined. His numerical example shows that the non-
uniform inspection schedule results in a lower cost than the uniform inspection schedule. In addition, the inspection interval
decreases when the value of the scale parameter of the Weibull shock model increases. This result was also observed by
Rahim and Ben-Daya [6], who extended Rahim’s [5] model to further study the case when the produced items have the
property of deterioration.
Since preventivemaintenance (PM) action is useful in enhancing process reliability during the production run, especially
when the process has a NESD with an increasing failure rate, several pieces of research have introduced PM policy into
an unreliable production system. For example, Tseng [7] introduced a preventive maintenance (PM) policy to maintain
the process reliability during the production run when the process deterioration follows a general distribution, especially
with an increasing failure rate. Under equal-interval PM conditions, Tseng [7] investigated the solution for the optimal
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production run length and the number of maintenance actions; however, this requires the use of a two dimensional search
procedure to determine the production run length and the number of PM. The solution structure of Tseng’s [7] model was
further investigated byWang [8], who proposed a more efficient algorithm for the optimal solution. Ben-Daya [9] extended
Rahim’s [5] model to consider the PM policy for a deteriorating process with an increasing failure rate. A numerical example
is used to show that the overall costmay be reduced through higher PM levels, evenwith an extra PM cost.When the process
is considered to have a failure state other than the two quality states – in-control and out-of-control – Panagiotidou and
Tagaras [10] investigated the PMpolicy,which depends on the actual quality state of the process. They found that the optimal
PM time in the in-control state increaseswhen the variability of the distributions of the failure times increases; however, the
optimal PM time in the out-of-control state does not seem to be affected by such variability of the distributions. Considering
the effect of the process failure on the stock out, the trade-off between the investment in the PM actions and safety stocks
was analyzed by Cheung and Hausman [11]. An efficient solution procedure for determining the optimal scheduled time for
PM and the optimum safety stock level is proposed when the repair time is deterministic.
Although the use of online process inspection to control quality is popular, it is still infeasible in many industrial
situations, e.g., printed circuit board production processes and in food processing [12]. Porteus [13] and Rosenblatt and
Lee [14] treated such cases as a lot sizing problem, where the production system can go into an out-of-control state with a
given probability each time an item is produced, and also where the failure time of the production system is exponentially
distributed. These studies both showed that producing a smaller lot size than the classical economic production quantity
(EPQ) is more economical, since this can reduce the number of non-conforming items. Djamaludin et al. [15] further
extended Porteus’s [13] model to consider the situation where sale of a non-conforming unit incurs a greater warranty cost
than a conforming item. They also involved the situation where the process restoration cost is extra but the inventory cost
is neglected. A similar study as that which also included the inventory cost was done by Yeh et al. [16], where the process
shift distribution was assumed to be exponentially distributed. They used numerical examples to show that the optimal
production lot size may be greater than the EPQ, which contradicts the findings of Rosenblatt and Lee [14]. However, since
themodels developed by Djamaludin et al. [15] and Yeh et al. [16] assumed that the process has a constant failure rate, their
results may have limited practical application. Wang and Sheu [17] reconsidered the work of Djamaludin et al. [15] for a
process having a discrete general shift distribution with a non-decreasing failure rate.
To eliminate the non-conforming items aggressively, Wang and Sheu [18] (or see Yeh and Chen [19]) extended Por-
teus’s [13]model to include an offline product inspection/repair policy, inwhich only the units from s+1 until the end of the
production lot are inspected and possible repairs performed. This was named the ‘disregard the first s units (DTF-s) policy’.
The purpose of this paper is to develop amodel that integrates production and quality subject to offline inspection/repair,
where the process status at the end of the production lot determines the offline product inspection policy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the model formulation. The production
system and the quality issues which are considered in the model are given in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2, respectively. In
Section 3, the properties for the optimal inspection policy and lot size are given. In addition, the three inspection policies
of no inspection, full inspection and DTF-s, are discussed and compared with our proposed inspection policy. In Section 4,
a numerical example is used to illustrate the optimal solution for our proposed model. Concluding remarks are made in
Section 5.
2. The problem and mathematical model
Assumptions for the model are stated in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 (also see Djamaludin et al. [15] and Wang and Sheu [17]).
2.1. Production system
Consider a production system for a single product with limited capacity L¯, where the process is subject to a random
deterioration. Assume that the production process begins with a new system, which is in-control. The process may shift to
an out-of-control state while producing an item. Once the process shifts to an out-of-control state, it stays there until the
completion of the production lot. When a unit is produced in the in-control (out-of-control) state, it will be produced as
either conforming or non-conforming with probability 0 < θin ≤ 1 (0 ≤ θout < 1) or θ¯in = 1 − θin (θ¯out = 1 − θout),
respectively, where θ¯in < θ¯out. Once a production lot is complete, the process is inspected to determine its status and an
associated maintenance action is performed to restore the production process condition to be as good as a new one for
the beginning of the next production run. The process state parameter ϕ is used to denote the process status at the end
of the production lot (PSPL), where ϕ = out or in represents that the process is in the out-of-control or in-control state,
respectively. The corresponding joint cost for process inspection and maintenance is denoted as τϕ , where τout > τin. Let
random variable X be the number of produced units when a shift in the process occurs from an in-control state to an out-
of-control state since the last setup. The reliability for when the first j units are produced in an in-control state is denoted
as P¯j = Pr(X > j), where 1 = P¯0 ≥ P¯1 ≥ P¯2 ≥ · · ·. The process failure rate is defined as r(j) = pj/P¯j−1, where pj = P¯j−1 − P¯j
(e.g., see Shaked and Rocha-Martinez [20]). As a result, for a production lot of size L, the expected manufacturing cost is
given by:
cs + τout(1− P¯L)+ τinP¯L,
where cs is the setup cost.
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2.2. Quality issues
Assume that the unit inspection cost is cI per item.When a non-conforming item is found, it is repaired at a cost of cr so as
to become conforming. The expected number of failures for a conforming and a non-conforming item during the warranty
period is denoted as R1 and R2, respectively, where R2 > R1. Each time a failed item is repaired during thewarranty period, it
incurs a cost of cR. Thus, the possible reward from inspection can be calculated as δ = cR(R2−R1)− cr . Intuitively, when the
ratio of inspection cost to the possible reward from inspection (cI/δ) is positive and small, inspectionwould be cost-effective
and vice versa.
3. Optimal policy
3.1. Inspection policy
Given a lot of size L, let Pout,2(j, L) and Pout,1(j, L) be the probability that the jth product count from the last unit of this
lot (i.e., unit L− j+ 1), which are non-conforming and conforming, respectively, given that the PSPL is in an out-of-control
state (i.e., ϕ = out). Then,
Pout,2(j, L) =
{(
1− P¯L−j+1
)
θ¯out +
(
P¯L−j+1 − P¯L
)
θ¯in
}
/
(
1− P¯L
)
, j = 1, 2, . . . , L, (1)
and Pout,1(j, L) = 1− Pout,2(j, L), i.e.,
Pout,1(j, L) =
{(
1− P¯L−j+1
)
θout +
(
P¯L−j+1 − P¯L
)
θin
}
/
(
1− P¯L
)
, j = 1, 2, . . . , L.
On the other hand, the probability that each unit in this lot is non-conforming (or conforming), given that the PSPL is in an
in-control state (i.e., ϕ = in), is given by Pin,2(j, L) = θ¯in (or Pin,1(j, L) = θin), for j ≤ L. So far, we have investigated the
effects of ϕ on the quality of unit L− j+ 1 in the lot. The decision as to whether a unit should be inspected or not is based
on both its non-conforming probability and the ratio cI/δ. The results are summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Given a production lot of size L with the production order reserved, the optimal inspection policy is to inspect the last
j∗ϕ products in the lot, given that the process is in-control (i.e., ϕ = in) or out-of-control (i.e., ϕ = out). Here, j∗ϕ is a function
of L.
(a) If δ ≤ 0, then j∗ϕ = 0, ϕ = out or in; otherwise
(b) if δ > 0, then we have
j∗out = argmax1≤j≤L
{
Pout,2(j, L) ≥ cI/δ
}
and j∗in = 0 when θ¯in < cI/δ ≤ θ¯out. Furthermore, if cI/δ > θ¯out, then j∗ϕ = 0, else if 0 < cI/δ ≤ θ¯in, then we have j∗ϕ = L,
for ϕ = out or in.
In Lemma 1(a), if δ ≤ 0 then the repairing reward will be worthless and inspection will not be performed, regardless of
the PSPL. Lemma 1(b) implies that j∗in is either zero or equal to the production lot size L, while j∗out may be between these
values. Also, when the process is found to be out-of-control, more inspections are required to control product quality than in
the case where the process is in-control. Wang and Sheu [18] ignored the PSPL and proposed a DTF-s policy that disregards
the first s units and inspects the rest L− s units.
Lemma 2. Let j∗s = max(L− s∗, 0), where s∗ is the optimal inspection policy under the DTF-s policy. That is, all items produced
before unit s∗ are not inspected, but the remaining j∗s items are inspected. Then, we have 0 ≤ j∗in ≤ j∗s ≤ j∗out ≤ L. Furthermore,
when a difference between j∗s and j∗out (or j∗in = 0) exists, it increases when L increases.
Consider the case that items are perfect when they are produced in an in-control state. In the Property 4(b) of Wang and
Sheu [18], it is shown that, if the probability that the first item is produced as a non-conforming unit, which is greater than
the ratio of inspection cost to the possible reward from inspection, then full inspection is optimal. This statement agreeswith
our result when the PSPL is out of control, as given in Lemma 1(b). This can be deduced from the following explanations.
The probability that the first unit in the batch of size L is produced as a non-conforming unit, given that the PSPL is out of
control, is given by Pout,2(L, L). From Lemma 1(b), we know that if Pout,2(L, L) ≥ cI/δ, then j∗out = L, and hence full inspection
is optimal.
3.2. Total cost per item
Given a production lot of size Lwith the inspection policy obtained by Lemma 1, the expected total cost per item (denoted
as TC(j∗out, j∗in, L)) is given as follows (see Appendix for the derivations).
Lemma 3. For a production lot of size L, from Lemma 2 we know that the inspection policy (j∗out, j∗in) must be one of the three
cases: (L, L), (0, 0) or (j∗out, 0). The related expected total costs per item are given as follows.
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TC(L, L; L) = k1 +
(
a− bP¯L − d1
L∑
j=1
P¯j
)/
L, 0 < cI/δ ≤ θ¯in, (2)
TC(0, 0; L) = k2 +
(
a− bP¯L − d2
L∑
j=1
P¯j
)/
L, cI/δ > θ¯out, or δ ≤ 0, (3)
TC(j∗out, 0; L) = k2 +
a− bP¯L − d2
L−j∗out∑
j=1
P¯j − d1
L∑
j=L−j∗out+1
P¯j + δj∗out
[(
cI/δ − θ¯in
) (
1− P¯L
)− (θ¯out − θ¯in)]

/
L,
θ¯in < cI/δ ≤ θ¯out, (4)
where a = cs+τout > 0, b = τout−τin > 0, d1 = cr(θ¯out−θ¯in) > 0, d2 = cR(R2−R1)(θ¯out−θ¯in) > 0, k1 = cI+cRR1+cr θ¯out > 0
and k2 = cRR1θout + cRR2θ¯out > 0.
When the two commonly used inspection policies – no inspection or full inspection – are used instead of the optimal
inspection policy, the resulting percentage of cost error is given in Lemma 4.
Lemma 4. Assume that θ¯in < cI/δ ≤ θ¯out. Given a lot of size L with the optimal inspection policy j∗out and j∗in = 0 as obtained in
Lemma 1(b), the percentage of cost error from adopting no inspection (denoted as no) or full inspection (denoted as full) is given
by no = 100%×∆no/TC(j∗out, 0; L) or full = 100%×∆full/TC(j∗out, 0; L), respectively, where
∆no = δL
L∑
j=L−j∗out+1
ω(j), (5)
∆full = (cI − δθ¯in)P¯L − δL
L−j∗out∑
j=1
ω(j), (6)
and where ω(j) = P¯0(θ¯out − cI/δ)− P¯j(θ¯out − θ¯in)+ P¯L(cI/δ − θ¯in), for j = 1, 2, . . . , L.
Lemma 4 shows that the cost error∆no would be significant when the repair reward δ is great. When j∗out → 0,∆no (or no)
is close to zero. Besides, when cI/δ is very close to θ¯in, we have j∗out → L from the proof of Lemma 1(b). This implies that
full → 0%.
3.3. Optimal lot size
It is difficult to analyze the optimal solution for Eq. (4) since j∗out is a function of L instead of a constant. In this case, the
optimal lot size can be obtained via a search over a finite interval [1, L¯] in Eq. (4). However, the properties of the optimal lot
size for Eqs. (2) and (3) can be obtained from Theorem 1 given in [17].
Lemma 5 (See Theorem 1 Given in Wang and Sheu [17]). Let G(L) = k + (a − bP¯L − d∑Lj=1 P¯j)/L, for L = 1, 2, . . . , L¯ and
G(0) = 0, where k, a, b, d > 0. To find an optimal value L∗ that minimizes G(L), the following inequalities
G(L) < G(L− 1) and G(L) ≤ G(L+ 1) are requested,
implying
W (L− 1) < a and W (L) ≥ a,
where W (L) = b(LpL+1 + P¯L)+ d(∑Lj=1 P¯j − LP¯L+1), for L ≥ 1 and W (0) = 0. Assume that r(j) = pj/P¯j−1 is non-decreasing in
j. When r(L¯) < d/(b+ d), if W (L¯) < a, then L∗ is L¯; otherwise, L∗ = argmin1≤L≤L¯{W (L) ≥ a}.
Lemma 6. When Lemma 5 is applicable and δ > 0, the optimal solution to Eq. (2) is larger than the optimal solution to Eq. (3).
Lemma 6 indicates that when no inspection policy is used, a smaller lot would be appropriate to control the quality of the
produced items.
4. Numerical example
In this section, we present a numerical example to illustrate our proposed model for optimal product inspection and lot
size. The following nominal values for the parameters are used: L¯ = 80, θin = 0.9, θout = 0.1, cR = 2.5, R1 = 1, R2 = 3,
cr = 2.5, cs = 15, τout = 20 and τin = 5. The inspection cost cI is changed between 0 and 2.5 to investigate the effects of
the ratio cI/δ on the optimal lot size, inspection policy and expected total cost. For the process shift distribution, a discrete
Weibull distribution [21] is used, which is the most widely used distribution to model the process failure distribution in
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Table 1
Effect of using ϕ on determining optimal lot size and inspection policy (p = 0.995, δ = 2.5 and cI is varied).
cI/δ α = 1.5 α = 1
j∗out j∗in L∗ QC TC no full j∗out j
∗
in L
∗ QC TC no full
1.00 0 0 21 3.70 4.93 0 38.48 0 0 49 3.46 3.93 0 51.27
0.92 0 0 21 3.70 4.93 0 34.43 0 0 49 3.46 3.93 0 46.19
0.84 2 0 22 3.74 4.92 0.07 30.05 5 0 49 3.46 3.93 0.04 41.18
0.76 4 0 22 3.73 4.91 0.28 26.26 10 0 49 3.45 3.92 0.20 36.32
0.68 6 0 22 3.71 4.89 0.64 22.62 16 0 50 3.45 3.91 0.50 31.51
0.60 8 0 22 3.69 4.87 1.13 19.12 21 0 51 3.44 3.90 0.93 26.83
0.52 10 0 23 3.69 4.84 1.89 15.44 27 0 53 3.43 3.87 1.53 22.20
0.44 12 0 24 3.68 4.80 2.89 11.96 34 0 55 3.42 3.85 2.31 17.72
0.36 15 0 25 3.67 4.75 4.19 8.71 41 0 57 3.40 3.82 3.27 13.36
0.28 18 0 26 3.63 4.68 5.82 5.70 49 0 61 3.38 3.78 4.58 9.04
0.20 23 0 28 3.61 4.60 8.22 2.87 58 0 65 3.36 3.73 6.18 4.91
0.12 30 0 32 3.60 4.51 12.14 0.46 70 0 71 3.33 3.68 8.32 0.95
0.04 33 33 33 3.44 4.33 15.90 0 73 73 73 3.17 3.51 10.67 0
0 33 33 33 3.34 4.23 17.72 0 73 73 73 3.07 3.41 11.88 0
Table 2a
The comparison of our model to the DTF-s policy (p = 0.995, α = 1.5, δ = 2.5 and cI is varied).
cI/δ Our model DTF-s policy Percentage of cost error
j∗out j∗in L∗ j∗s L∗s QC TC
1.00 0 0 21 0 21 0 0
0.92 0 0 21 0 21 0 0
0.84 2 0 22 0 21 −1.01 0.07
0.76 4 0 22 0 21 −0.73 0.28
0.68 6 0 22 0 21 −0.26 0.63
0.60 8 0 22 0 21 0.38 1.13
0.52 10 0 23 0 21 0.24 1.81
0.44 12 0 24 0 21 0.40 2.68
0.36 15 0 25 7 25 4.23 3.27
0.28 18 0 26 16 29 5.85 2.85
0.20 23 0 28 23 31 4.27 1.84
0.12 30 0 32 30 32 0.52 0.41
0.04 33 33 33 33 33 0 0
0 33 33 33 33 33 0 0
reliability engineering. More precisely, let P¯j = pjα , where 0 < p < 1, α > 0. Here, we consider the three sets of parameters
values: (p, α) = (0.995, 1.5), (p, α) = (0.995, 1) and (0.995, 0.7), which represent the process having an increasing,
constant and decreasing failure rate, respectively. In this numerical example, we compare our proposed model to the cases
where no inspection, full inspection or DTF-s policy is used. The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2a–2c, where QC is
the expected total quality related cost per item. From Table 1, we have the following observations.
1. When the ratio cI/δ decreases, QC is reduced with more inspections, and hence a larger lot size is allowed.
2. The percentage of cost error results from using the no inspection policy, which is not significant in most cases. Even a
half production lot should be inspected (e.g., see α = 1.5, cI/δ = 0.44 and no = 2.89%). But this is not true for full
inspection. This is because we use a higher reliability parameter value p = 0.995 so that no inspection would result in a
smaller cost error.
3. Note that if cI/δ < θ¯in = 0.1 (or cI/δ > θ¯out = 0.9), the optimal inspection policy is full inspection (or no inspection) as
shown in Lemma 1(b).
In Table 2a (see cI/δ = 0.84, 0.76 and 0.68) the DTF-s policy has a smaller lot size, which results in a lower QC than our
model. Nevertheless, the DTF-s policy cannot balance the manufacturing cost and QC as well as our model.
In Table 2b, the DTF-s policy is no inspection with L∗ = 49 as cI/δ lies between 0.28 and 1. When cI/δ decreases to 0.2,
it requires 40 units to be inspected in a lot of size 66. Besides, the percentage of cost error in QC increases as cI/δ decreases
from 1 to 0.2. These results show that the DTF-s policy is unable to quickly respond the variation of cI/δ to control the QC
as well as our model.
In Table 2c, all the optimal production lot sizes are equal to the production capacity. This is because, when the process
has a decreasing failure rate, a larger production lot size is preferred.
In Table 3, the effect of process reliability on the optimal production lot size and product inspection policy with
cI/δ = 0.44 is investigated, where p = 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9, and 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 4.9. The observations are as follows.
1. For p = 0.9, when α ≤ 0.3, a large production lot size (i.e., L∗ = 80) is attractive, since the process reliability is good.
When the process reliability becomes worse (i.e., α is increased from 0.4 to 4.9), a smaller lot size than 80 is used to
control the number of nonconforming items for 0.4 ≤ α ≤ 0.8. On the other hand, for 0.9 ≤ α ≤ 4.9, a larger lot size
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Table 2b
The comparison of our model to the DTF-s policy (p = 0.995, α = 1, δ = 2.5 and cI is varied).
cI/δ Our model DTF-s policy Percentage of cost error
j∗out j∗in L∗ j∗s L∗s QC TC
1.00 0 0 49 0 49 0 0
0.92 0 0 49 0 49 0 0
0.84 5 0 49 0 49 0.04 0.04
0.76 10 0 49 0 49 0.23 0.20
0.68 16 0 50 0 49 0.32 0.50
0.60 21 0 51 0 49 0.56 0.92
0.52 27 0 53 0 49 0.75 1.47
0.44 34 0 55 0 49 1.12 2.18
0.36 41 0 57 0 49 1.70 3.05
0.28 49 0 61 0 49 2.16 4.11
0.20 58 0 65 40 66 4.17 3.62
0.12 70 0 71 67 72 1.12 0.91
0.04 73 73 73 73 73 0 0
0 73 73 73 73 73 0 0
Table 2c
The comparison of our model to the DTF-s policy (p = 0.995, α = 0.7, δ = 2.5 and cI is varied).
cI/δ Our model DTF-s policy Percentage of cost error
j∗out j∗in L∗ j∗s L∗s QC TC
1.00 0 0 80 0 80 0 0
0.92 0 0 80 0 80 0 0
0.84 9 0 80 0 80 0.02 0.02
0.76 21 0 80 0 80 0.14 0.13
0.68 31 0 80 0 80 0.35 0.32
0.60 41 0 80 0 80 0.63 0.58
0.52 50 0 80 0 80 1.00 0.92
0.44 58 0 80 0 80 1.43 1.32
0.36 65 0 80 0 80 1.93 1.78
0.28 72 0 80 0 80 2.49 2.30
0.20 77 0 80 0 80 3.11 2.87
0.12 80 0 80 70 80 1.36 1.25
0.04 80 80 80 80 80 0 0
0 80 80 80 80 80 0 0
Table 3
The effects of process reliability on the optimal production lot size and product inspection policy with cI/δ = 0.44.
α p = 0.7 p = 0.8 p = 0.9
j∗out j∗in L∗ TC j∗out j
∗
in L
∗ TC j∗out j∗in L∗ TC
0.1 80 0 80 4.4814 80 0 80 4.0938 80 0 80 3.6829
0.2 80 0 80 4.8647 80 0 80 4.4007 80 0 80 3.8632
0.3 79 0 80 5.2759 79 0 80 4.7717 77 0 80 4.1057
0.4 79 0 80 5.6512 70 0 73 5.1732 72 0 77 4.4148
0.5 78 0 80 5.9268 65 0 68 5.5489 52 0 58 4.7591
0.6 78 0 80 6.0836 76 0 80 5.8422 42 0 48 5.1123
0.7 79 0 80 6.1573 77 0 80 6.0167 38 0 44 5.4604
0.8 79 0 80 6.1931 77 0 80 6.1058 43 0 49 5.7751
0.9 79 0 80 6.2133 78 0 80 6.1524 74 0 80 5.9530
1 79 0 80 6.2260 78 0 80 6.1802 75 0 80 6.0421
1.1 79 0 80 6.2347 78 0 80 6.1985 76 0 80 6.0953
1.3 79 0 80 6.2454 78 0 80 6.2209 77 0 80 6.1547
1.5 79 0 80 6.2518 79 0 80 6.2329 77 0 80 6.1864
1.7 79 0 80 6.2558 79 0 80 6.2404 78 0 80 6.2046
1.9 79 0 80 6.2587 79 0 80 6.2455 78 0 80 6.2169
2.9 79 0 80 6.2651 79 0 80 6.2570 79 0 80 6.2435
4.9 79 0 80 6.2669 79 0 80 6.2618 79 0 80 6.2558
is preferred (i.e., L∗ = 80) with almost full product inspection wiping out nonconforming units once the PSPL is out of
control. Similar behavior can be seen for p = 0.8.
2. Also note that when p = 0.9, L∗ is sensitive to the change of α for 0.4 ≤ α ≤ 0.8, since a proper lot size should be
chosen to balance the manufacturing cost and quality related cost when the process reliability is neither extremely bad
nor extremely good.
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3. Finally, when p is increasing and/or α is decreasing, the expected total cost per item increases, as would be expected,
since the process reliability is improved.
5. Conclusion
In this study, a joint optimization model is developed for the lot size and product inspection policy, where the process
deterioration follows a discrete general distribution. The process status at the end of the production lot (PSPL) is used to
determine the optimal inspection policy. The optimal inspection policy is shown to inspect the continuous units from the last
unit in the production lot, where the number of inspections is dependent on the PSPL and production lot size. The conditions
under which no inspection or full inspection are optimal, are explored. When the optimal inspection is no inspection or full
inspection, the DTF-s policy is feasible; otherwise, the DTF-s policy cannot be optimal. Based on the optimal inspection
policy, the expected total cost per item is obtained which includes setup, process maintenance and quality related cost. The
optimal production lot size is determined to minimize the expected total cost per item. A numerical example is used to
illustrate our proposed model. In addition, comparisons of no, full and DTF-s policy are made to show the advantages of our
model. Future research could extend this work to involve reliability in process inspection, which may be affected by human
mistakes or due to imperfect inspection of equipment.
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1(a). To determine the optimal inspection policy for a production lot of size Lwhen ϕ = out, we first find
the unit that does not change cost, regardless of whether it is inspected by solving the following equation:
cI + (cr + cRR1)Pout,2(j, L) = cRR2Pout,2(j, L). (7)
Obviously, if δ = cR(R2 − R1) ≤ 0, then inspection always incurs a larger cost than no inspection. A similar result occurs
when ϕ = in. 
Proof of Lemma 1(b). When δ > 0 and ϕ = out, let j∗out be the integer solution for Eq. (7), and j∗out can be determined as
the largest integer that satisfies
Pout,2(j, L) ≥ cI/δ.
When j < j∗out, we have Pout,2(j, L) > Pout,2(j∗out, L) = cI/δ since Pout,2(j, L) increases as j decreases. This implies that
cI + (cr + cRR1)Pout,2(j, L) < cRR2Pout,2(j, L), j < j∗out.
Therefore, units 1 to L− j∗out would not be inspected. In a similar manner, when j > j∗out, the units from L− j∗out+ 1 through L
would be inspected. As a result, the optimal inspection policy is to inspect the last j∗out units in the lot when ϕ = out. Recall
that Pout,2(j, L) decreases when j increases, and θ¯in < Pout,2(j, L) ≤ θ¯out, for 1 ≤ j ≤ L. Therefore, when cI/δ > θ¯out, we have
j∗out = 0, and when cI/δ ≤ θ¯in, we have j∗out = L.
When δ > 0 and ϕ = in, we replace Pout,2(j, L) with Pin,2(j, L) in Eq. (7). It is trivial to see that if cI/δ > θ¯in, then no in-
spection is attractive for all units, i.e., j∗in = 0; otherwise, if cI/δ ≤ θ¯in, then inspection is optimal for all units, i.e., j∗in = L. 
Proof of Lemma 2. First note that s∗ (or j∗s ) can be obtained without using the PSPL. More precisely, we have j∗s =
argmax1≤j≤L{P2(j, L) ≥ cI/δ}, where P2(j, L) = θ¯out − (θ¯out − θ¯in)P¯L−j+1. Since both P2(j, L) and Pout,2(j, L) are decreasing
in j, and Pout,2(j, L) − P2(j, L) = (θ¯out − θ¯in)(1 − P¯L−j+1), for 1 ≤ j ≤ L, it implies that j∗out ≥ j∗s . For a fixed 1 ≤ j ≤ L,
we observed that Pout,2(j, L) − P2(j, L) (or P2(j, L)) is increasing in L. This implies that the difference between j∗s and j∗out (or
j∗in = 0) increases when L increases. 
Derivation of the expected total cost for Lemma 3.
Given a production lot of size L, the expected total quality related costs QCout(j∗out; L), for ϕ = out and QCin(j∗in; L), for
ϕ = in are obtained as follows.
QCout(j∗out; L) =
L∑
j=j∗out+1
[
Pout,2(j, L)cRR2 + Pout,1(j, L)cRR1
]+ j∗out(cI + cRR1)+ cr j∗out∑
j=1
Pout,2(j, L),
θ¯in < cI/δ ≤ θ¯out, (8)
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where Pout,2(j, L) is given in Eq. (1).
QCout(j∗out = L; L) = L(cI + cRR1)+ cr(θ¯out − θ¯in)
L∑
j=1
(1− P¯j)
/
(1− P¯L)+ Lcr θ¯in, 0 < cI/δ ≤ θ¯in, (9)
QCout(j∗out = 0; L) = LcRR1 + cR(R2 − R1)(θ¯out − θ¯in)
L∑
j=1
(1− P¯j)
/
(1− P¯L)+ LcR(R2 − R1)θ¯in,
cI/δ > θ¯out, or δ ≤ 0. (10)
Two cases of the expected total quality related cost for ϕ = in are given as follows.
QCin(j∗in = 0; L) = LcR(θ¯inR2 + θinR1), cI/δ > θ¯in, or δ ≤ 0, (11)
QCin(j∗in = L; L) = L(cI + cRR1 + cr θ¯in), 0 < cI/δ ≤ θ¯in. (12)
For a production lot of size L, using the optimal inspection policy (j∗out, j∗in) given in Lemma 1, the expected total cost per
item (denoted as TC(j∗out, j∗in, L)), which includes manufacturing cost and the quality related cost is given by:
TC(j∗out, j
∗
in; L) = {cs + τout(1− P¯L)+ τinP¯L + QCout(j∗out; L)(1− P¯L)+ QCin(j∗in; L)P¯L}/L, for L = 1, 2, . . . , L¯. (13)
Using Eqs. (8)–(12) in Eq. (13), we can derive Eqs. (2)–(4). 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let Syesj (S
no
j ) be the cost error for unit jwhen it is (not) inspected. Given a lot of size Lwith the optimal
inspection policy j∗out and j∗in = 0 as obtained in Lemma 1(b), we have the following conditional expected values:
E[Syesj |ϕ = out] = −δω(j)/(1− P¯L) ≥ 0, for j = 1, 2, . . . , L− j∗out,
E[Snoj |ϕ = out] = δω(j)/(1− P¯L) ≥ 0, for j = L− j∗out + 1, . . . , L,
E[Syesj |ϕ = in] = δ(cI/δ − θ¯in) ≥ 0, for j = 1, 2, . . . , L,
where ω(j) = P¯0(θ¯out − cI/δ)− P¯j(θ¯out − θ¯in)+ P¯L(cI/δ − θ¯in), for j = 1, 2, . . . , L. Lemma 4 can be easily obtained by using
E[Syesj |ϕ = out], E[Snoj |ϕ = out] and E[Syesj |ϕ = in]. That is,
∆no = 1L
L∑
j=L−j∗out+1
E[Snoj |ϕ = out] Pr(ϕ = out),
∆full = 1L
L∑
j=1
E[Syesj |ϕ = in] Pr(ϕ = in)+
1
L
L−j∗out∑
j=1
E[Syesj |ϕ = out] Pr(ϕ = out).
Or, investigating Eqs. (2)–(3), we have
TC(j∗out, 0; L) = TC(0, 0; L)−
δ
L
j∗out [(cI/δ − θ¯in)P¯L + (θ¯out − cI/δ)]− (θ¯out − θ¯in) L∑
j=L−j∗out+1
P¯j

= TC(L, L; L)− δ
L
j∗out [(cI/δ − θ¯in)P¯L + (θ¯out − cI/δ)]+ (θ¯out − θ¯in)
L−j∗out∑
j=1
P¯j − L(θ¯out − cI/δ)
 ,
where θ¯in < cI/δ ≤ θ¯out. It is easy to verify that Eqs. (5)–(6) hold from the last two equations. 
Proof of Lemma 5. See the proof of Wang and Sheu [17]. 
Proof of Lemma 6. Lemma 6 is clear sinceW (L) is increasing with d and d2 > d1. 
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